Annual symposium that enhances the practice of Medical Physics

MPCEC and SAMs guaranteed and open to all Medical Physicists
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Term | President | President-Elect | Past-President | Secretary | Treasurer
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
2021-2022 | Carnell Hampton | Megan Bright | Stephanie Parker | Josh Wilson | David Piantino
2020-2021 | Stephanie Parker | Carnell Hampton | Michelle Wells | Josh Wilson | Nazanin Nayebi
2019-2020 | Michelle Wells | Stephanie Parker | Benjamin Sintay | Josh Wilson | Lane Hayes
2018-2019 | Jacob Gersh | Michelle Wells | Benjamin Sintay | Chris Mart | Lane Hayes

2021
Practical Artificial Intelligence for the Medical Physicist
X. Yang and J. Nye

2020
Following the Patient: The Physics Behind Diagnosis to Treatment
D. Carver and R. Rodgers

2019
Imagination, Failure, and Love: The Journey of a Leader
Samei and J. Wilson

2018
Emerging Technologies in Radiation Therapy and Imaging
Schreuder

2017
SRS/SBRT: The clinical physicist's guide to ablative radiotherapy
Koch

2016
Innovations and Emerging Applications in Radionuclide Imaging with the Expanding Role of Medical Physicists
Nye

2015
Commissioning and Quality Assurance of Today’s Extended and Advanced Radiation Therapy Equipment: Not Just Your Basic LINAC Anymore
I. Marshall

2014
Informatics for the Medical Physicist
T. Wilson

2013
Case Studies in Safety and Reliability Engineering of Radiation Oncology Systems
Sherouse

2012
Quality, Safety, and Compliance How to Address the Triple Challenge of Modern Imaging and Therapy
Samei and Marks

2011
The Practice of Quality Assurance in an Era of Change
Bourland and Marshall

2010
Advances in MRI: Applications in Diagnosis and Radiation Therapy
Allison, Ah-Basheer, Yanasak
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